ORTHODOX,

GNOSTIC,

OR

J Lo?
GNOSTIC:

Believes “divinity” is found within each of us.

ORTHODOX:

Believes “divinity” is found exclusively in Christ.

J Lo:

Believes “divinity” is found exclusively in herself.
ORTHODOX:
Rejected the Mother

GNOSTIC:
Rejected the Father

J Lo:
Rejected the Daddy
ORTHODOX:

Believes that public clothes should reflect the stations of church office: bishop, priest, and deacon.

GNOSTIC:

Believes that the type of clothes one wears in public is unimportant.

J Lo:

Believes that wearing clothes in public is unimportant.
ORTHODOX:

Views the material realm as a realm of reality.

GNOSTIC:

Views the material realm as unimportant.

J Lo:

Views the material realm as unimportant in all song lyrics and award-show acceptance speeches, but figures she’ll hold on to the material goods just in case she’s wrong.
GNOSTIC:
Maintains a “Trinity” consisting of Father, Son, and Mother.

ORTHODOX:
Maintains a “Trinity” consisting of Father, Son, and a neutered Holy Spirit.

J Lo:
Maintains a “Trinity” consisting of P. Diddy, Chris Judd, and a neutered Ben Affleck.
GNOSTIC:

The Gnostic Jesus teaches,
“You should not hide the spirit in the flesh.”

ORTHODOX:

The Orthodox Jesus teaches,
“You should not hide your light under a bushel.”

J Lo:

J Lo teaches,
“You should not hide anything under a bra.”
ORTHODOX:

The Orthodox God says, “I am a jealous God, and there are no other gods before me.”

GNOSTIC:

The Gnostic God says, “One who hears the word ‘God’ does not perceive what is correct but perceives what is incorrect.”

J Lo:

J Lo says, “Chris Judd? What the hell was I thinking!?”
ORTHODOX:

See the Gnostics as the spawn of Satan.

GNOSTICS:

See the Orthodox as the spawn of Satan.

ORTHODOX & GNOSTICS:

See J Lo as the spawn of Satan.